95ATR

The 95ATR features a tournament butt stock with 7 ergonomically designed
adjustment points for a personalized fit. The stock is available with either right
hand "cast on" or left hand "cast off' configuration.

The adjustable comb system allows the shooter to adjust the comb height and offset position for proper eye
alignment to the rib. The base.plate is etched with 1/ 16" indicating line for precise left or right alignment of
the comb. The height of the comb is adjusted by sliding washers over the selected support posts. Each
shotgun includes two sets of support posts; standard and extended height.
The advanced butt plate system features 5 adjustment points that personalize the fit of the shotgun stock.
The primary stock adjustment is the length of pull, which is measured from the trigger to the butt pad. A
proper length allows the shooter to correctly mount the shotgun in the shoulder pocket. The length of pull
is adjusted to fit the shooters height and muscular build. The LOP determines the location of the shooters
cheek on the comb of the stock. The butt plate system has a 2 inch adjustment range, from a compressed
13 inch LOP to an extended 15 inch LOP.
The secondary adjustments are made to maximize the contact area of the butt pad face in the shoulder
pocket of the shooter. These adjustments reduce the felt recoil of the shotgun. This butt plate system has
four different adjustments that can improve the pad placement in the shoulder pocket. All of these adjustments are based upon the unique physique of the shooter.

95ATR TOURNAMENT STOCK
Features 7 Ergonomical Adjustments
Designed for Personalized Fit!
First, the cast of the pad can be rotated from a vertical position, to reduce the canting effect of the barrels
due to the stocks placement in the shooters shoulder pocket. This rotation moves the toe of the pad off of
the top of the pectoral muscle reducing felt recoil and improving the consistency in the shotgun mount.
Secondly, the entire pad can be lowered to increase the drop dimension of the pad relative to the height of
the comb. This adjustment takes into consideration of the physical dimensions of the shooter's neck length,
cheek placement and their eye alignment to the rib .
Thirdly, the pad plate can be offset in either direction from the center line of the shotgun. This will allow the
shooter to either push the centerline of the rib away from their face or to draw it closer to their face . This
adjustment may be necessary, dependent upon
the individual's facial dimensions.
The fourth adjustment is the pitch angle of the
pad which helps reduce felt recoil due to muzzle
jump. The pad plate has a factory setting
of 4 degrees.
Not every shooter will require adjusting each facet
of this butt plate system. However, the advanced
ergonomic design of the 95ATR provides the
shooter with the ability to adjust the
shotgun to their unique physique.
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ADJUSTABLE RIB
50/50 to 90/10
The 95ATR unsingle barrel is fitted with a tapered
adjustable rib that allows the shooter to change the
point of impact without adjusting the stock. The rib is
adjusted by loosening two set screws with a 3mm hex
wrench. Then rotating the small knurled wheel in the
muzzle support block to move the rib either up or down.
From the factory, the unsingle barrel is set to shoot an
approximate 60/40 pattern. The point of impact can be
adjusted from 50/50 to 90/ 10 by simply changing the
angle of the rib. The indicator lines etched onto the
muzzle support block provide a guide when adjusting
the rib. When the rib is located on the center indicator
line, the point of impact will be approximately 60/40
pattern with the comb in the lowest position.
The 95ATR barrels are fitted with the Hi-Viz comp sight system.
The sight is comprised of a base and a removable litepipe. The litepipe
is an optical quality plastic, of precise dimensions and color. The shooter can select the diameter
and color of the litepipe to meet the individual's preference and lighting conditions of the event.

GUN CASE

case is produced in Italy
by Negrini. The patented
double wall ABS technology
is ultra-light, ultra-strong and
airline approved. The case has three TSA
approved recessed steel combination locks.
The case measures 37"(L) x 13"(W) x 4"(H) and weighs 10 lbs.
The compact design includes two vertical barrel compartments, an
oversized receiver compartment for the adjustable tournament
stock, and separate compartments for the forend and accessories.
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